
Boosting the health of hundreds of billions of families worldwide

MORION TERA
Bio-energy Booster

（Upgraded Type C）



Smoking and drinking

People prone to suboptimal health 

Living under great pressureExperiencing tense relationshipsEngaging in mentally-straining work

Living with a heavy 
mental load

Engaging in physically-
demanding activities

Handling low-skilled, 
monotonous tasks

Leading an undisciplined 
lifestyle



70% of the world population are 
experiencing suboptimal health 

Fatigue, water 
retention Gout, feeling heavy

Irregular or light 
periods 

Night sweats, cold 
hands and feet, lack 

of strength, 
hypothermia 

syndrome



Deficiency leads to Cold, Cold to Dampness, Dampness to Coagulation, Coagulation to Stagnation, Stagnation 
to Obstruction, Obstruction to Tumour, and eventually, Tumour to Cancer.

As we can see, the root of all diseases is cold and Dampness!

More often than not, severe medical conditions are born of minor ailments over time!

TCM Theory of Diseases



•Deficiency    →  Feeling redness, fa gued, sleepy and listless/caused by unhealthy lifestyle habits 
and work pressure

•Cold              →   Very sensi ve to coldness and tend to stay away from air condi oning; may 
experience night chills

•Dampness    →  People with internal dampness may have a feeling that they are having some rain-
soaked clothing on, being weighed-down and uncomfortable in general

•Coagula on →  Slow circula on and metabolism causing soreness, pain and discomfort

•Stagna on   →  Body aches and numbness, along with a painful sensa on caused by distension 
and discomfort 

•Obstruc on →  Prolonged blockage results in illnesses

•Tumour →  While tumours may not be a cause for concern, malignant tumours are prone to 
mutation into cancer

• Cancer        →  Cancer evokes fear. When diagnosed, it is mostly too late for treatment. 



The Ungraded Bio-energy Booster
Activating our bodies’ cellular energy

Dispelling cold and dampness

Promoting circulation

Burning body fat

Body shaping and anti-ageing

Relieving inflammation

Purifying our internal system

Promoting metabolism

Activating our cells



The Three Core Technologies

Level 1
Terahertz waves perform 

accurate detection on  
human cells by way of 

spectral imaging and provide 
feedback on abnormal 

cellular conditions, while 
adapting the intensity of bio-
energy.  (There is a difference 

between  molecular 
frequencies of healthy cells 
and those of mutated cells.  
Each one of us is different; 

hence, people may feel 
different sensations towards 

the same intensity of energy.)

Level 3
Graphene far infrared rapidly 

brings up our skin temperature 
to accelerate blood circulation, 

relax stressed muscles and 

relieve pain.

Triple 
Energy
Multiplying 
Effects.

Level 2
Bio magnetic energy resonates 
with human cells at the same 

frequencies. 
It provides energy to invigorate 
the cells and promote cellular 

activities, generating heat from 
inside out.

Normal cells move through the 
cell cycle in a regulated way; 
abnormal cells moving in an 
unregulated way will be 
eliminated from the body.

(Note: In 1893, German physicist Wilhelm Wien demonstrated that 
the peak wavelength of human body radiation was about 9.35um.)



Resonance
When one object vibrates at the same frequency of a second or more object, it sets that second object or 
more into vibrational motion. This is known as resonance. The cosmos is the result of objects 
interconnected by way of resonance. 



Dispelling cold and dampness, 
relieving inflammation

Elimination

Achieving beauty
and combating ageing

Beautification

Purifying our 
internal system

Purification

Infra red thermal 
therapy

Heat Generation

Reducing fat and 
shaping body contour

Shaping

MAJOR BENEFITS



Dispelling cold and dampness, 
relieving inflammationElimination

(1) Increasing the number of white blood cells to power destruction of bacteria for anti-inflammatory 
effect, while easing the nerves to relieve pain caused by excessive neural tension.

(2) Dilating blood vessels, lowering blood viscosity to overcome vascular resistance, enhancing micro-
circulation, improving oxygen storage and carbon dioxide removal, delivering nutrients throughout 
our internal system, ensuring our organs’ proper functions, optimising our immune system in order 
to reduce or prevent illnesses. 



Clearing Stagnation Colon Cleansing Body Fat Burning Detoxifying

Purifying our internal system
(1) Speeding up blood circulation to facilitate fast metabolism and prompt

elimination of acidic substances in our body while alkalising our blood, breaking
down and eliminating cholesterol, triglyceride and other substances adhered to
the blood vessel wall, and improving the environment of our internal system.

(2) Promoting generation of ozone, a natural purifier, in our body.

Purification



Reducing fat and shaping body contour

Facilitating rhythmic contraction and
relaxation of our muscles to improve local
blood flow and speed up metabolism of
nutrients.

Realigning molecular composition of the
cells of diseased organs to re-establish
order for improved circulation, breaking
down excess fat and restoring normal
metabolic functions.

Breaking down excess fat cells in the body,
removing toxins, and fighting against and
eliminating free radicals.

Improving muscle strength, preventing muscle
atrophy and promoting nerve regeneration,
while transmitting nerve impulses to the
central nervous system for rejuvenation and
invigoration.

Shaping



(1) Eliminating freckles/wrinkles/dark eye circles/under-eye bags

(2) Achieving radiant and supple, bouncy skin

(3) Whitening/moisturising/improving skin complexion

(4) Detoxifying/speeding up metabolism/energising blood 
circulation to remove blood stasis, invigorate cells, and 
regulate our body internally and externally 

Bio magnetic energy 
Bio magnetic energy invigorates our cells 
to stimulating collagen regeneration and 
delay skin ageing, while eliminating fine 
lines and wrinkles!

Achieving beauty & combating ageingBeautification



Infra red thermal therapyHeat Generation

Graphene far infrared can penetrate up to 3-4 cm beneath 
our skin, hence readily absorbed by the tissues.

1. Swiftly increasing the surface temperature of our skin and 
accelerating the subcutaneous blood circulation;

2. Relieving muscle tension and alleviating pain;
3. Increasing metabolism and promoting vasodilation;
4. Improving microvascular permeability, eliminating waste, 

and expediting wound healing;
5. Boosting muscle contraction, soothing pain and muscle 

spasm;
6. Reducing blood viscosity and easing stiffness and 

discomfort!

No more shivering even in severe 
cold weather!



IMD panel display 
system

（In-Mold-Decoration)

Self-start detection
Built-in memory to enable pausing 

and resuming 

High-end and Classy design with 
Advanced Core Technologies



Patents

Patent Number Patent Name Patent Type

2022219481639 An ergonomic health-promoting 
equipment Utility model

2022218905592 A quality water-proof foot spa device Utility model

2022223178390 A foot spa device with deodorising
function enabled by negative-ions Utility model

2022223033813 A sturdy health-promoting equipment Utility model

2022222432233 A foot spa device with a Graphene 
heating mechanism Utility model

2022221384266 A micro-current foot spa device with 
good insulation Utility model



Ideal for the following users:
 People with body constitution related to cold 

and dampness

 Office workers

 mothers after childbirth

 The overweight and obese

 The beauty-conscious

 The middle-aged and the elderly

 People living with prolonged sitting or standing 
lifestyle

 People with high blood pressure, high 
cholesterol and diabetes



Homes

Wellness Centres Beauty Parlours

SPAs

Nursing Homes

Community Centres for the Elderly

······

Ideal for the following places:



THANK YOU!

Boosting the health of billions of families worldwide!


